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CORE VALUE: COURAGE
No one can determine the potential with his or herself.
Only God has the full vision of what we can become.
Our job/responsibility is to have the courage to open the
window to His vision; and then, with humility and
gratitude, work to reach that potential He sees in each
of us.

UPCOMING
DISTRICT ROUNDTABLES

NO ROUNDTABLE IN JULY
(INDEPENDENCE DAY)
August 1, 2013 - 7:00pm
1830 E 6400 So
September 5, 2013 - 7:00pm
1830 E 6400 So
October 3, 2013 - 7:00pm
1830 E 6400 So

IMPORTANT ITEMS
TO REMEMBER

Jamborall @ Deseret Peaks Facility, Tooele
September 27-28
Celebrating Utah Scouting
Centennial!!!
100 Good Turns, 100 Years
Friday will include activities for
Webelos & parents
Saturday: Activities for
Cub Scout Pow Wow: "Boys Need Heros"
November 9 @ Jordan High School
December 6
Annual Holiday Auction
_______________________________________
DISTRICT WEBSITE: www.oldmill12.com
It's worth your time!!!

CHARACTER CONNECTION
COURAGE
 Be ready for any emergency
 Know what to do if approached by a stranger
 Report bullies
SUPPLEMENTAL THEME
CUBS IN SHINING ARMOR
 Knights honor code
 Help mom or grandma
 Slay the dragon (get rid of troubles)
BELT LOOP
COMPUTERS
1. Explain the parts of a personal computer
2. Demonstrate how to start up and shut down a
computer
3. Use a computer to prepare and print out a
document
PATCH
U of U PHYSICS
The north physics office is located at 1400 E 115 So, Room
201. For Reservations call 801-581-6901



You will walk through two or three research
labs and get to see some demonstrations.

WEBELOS BADGES
AQUANAUT
 Start in shallow water and test your swimming
capabilities
 Explain 4 water rescue methods
GEOLOGIST
 Collect rocks and minerals
 Learn about fossils
 Learn about volcanoes and earthquakes
BSA FAMILY
KNOW THE TRUTH GAME
 An obstacle course is set up
 One boy is blindfolded
 Den leader is telling the truth
 Den Chief (or other boy) is giving wrong
directions - - - - - - >

(cont.) The blindfolded boy is to listen to the Den
Leader and follow his/her voice through the maze to the
end.
 We should all listen to that still small voice
inside of us to tell us what to do right.
____________________________________________
Few men are born brave. You gain strength, faith, and
confidence by every experience in which you look fear
in the face and conquer it. Courage is the strength to
face pain, act under pressure, and maintain one's values
in the face of opposition. Soon you will be able to say "I
can take the next thing that comes along."
Eleanor Roosevelt
"You Learn by Living"
_____________________________________________
PARENT GUIDE TO COMPUTER SAFETY
1. Be involved with your children and their
computer use. Talk with them, establish rules,
and make it known that violation of the rules
can lead to a suspension of their online
privileges.
2. Don't use the computer as an "electronic
babysitter". Stay aware of and be involved with
your child's online activities. Put the computer
in a family room rather than in a child's
bedroom.
3. Commercial online services have parentalcontrol or "blocking features that allow parents
to keep children out of certain areas. Internet
web browsers are developing controls, and
there are also software packages designed to
block internet sites such as internet
newsgroups, specific web sites, file libraries,
and chat areas known to contain sexuallyexplicit material. Some software packages give
parents the option of choosing which types of
sites to block.
4. Set parameters with your children, such as
having them agree they will never get together
with someone they "meet" online without first
checking with parents. In fact, parents should
know if children are conversing regularly with
anyone over the internet.

